Chapter Four – Hot air ballooning – 28 years old
Conditions have to be right to fly a
balloon…light wind, good visibility and
no rain. The maximum height is around
three thousand feet and offers tremendous
views of the landscape below. At the time
I was working at Cannon Bridge as a sub contractor for the London International
Financial Futures Exchange (LIFFE). I
made the booking for seven people in total
and we approached the LIFFE manager
for the time off. As bookings were subject
to last minute cancellation some flexibility
from the management would be required.
We might book the day off, only to find
This story takes place two months

out the night before (at 22:00) that the

before my second parachute jump in

weather was unsuitable. This would result

Oxfordshire. I did not particularly like

in us having to go to work the next day

heights then and I still don’t. It does seem

and attempt another booking at an

to depend on the level of height though.

alternative time. The manager was happy

Standing on a ledge fifty feet from the

to put up with this arrangement, which

ground feels somewhat different to being

was very good, as most of us were

in a slightly more secure environment

subcontractors he could have said no.

thousands of feet up.

The first and second booking

When I look back I realise a lot of

attempts did indeed succumb to the

things happened in this short period. I

weather. The third attempt fortunately

suppose my imagination and age must

met with success (third time lucky). The

have fuelled a desire to try new things.

wind speed must have been reasonable

Other factors such as disposable income

and travelling in the right direction. We

and associating with likeminded people

were all booked to go on Friday 15th

would also have played a part. I don’t

August. We arranged to meet in the

believe any one of these elements were

morning at 06:00 by Tower Bridge (on the

more influential than the others.

south side) opposite the Tower of London.
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Adventure balloons provided a

We were one of two groups in the

booklet which included: how to arrange

same balloon and there was an elderly

the flight – weather call in times – launch

lady in the other group. She told Dave this

sites – approximate meeting times – things

was her thirteenth attempt at booking, I

to remember – balloon safety tips –

hoped at the time that wouldn’t prove to

clothing – pre launch briefing – take off &

be bad luck. Our team (on the left hand

flight – landing – the weather.

side of the basket) consisted of:
 Dave Rouse
 Paul Rickner
 Greg Horton and his fiancé Helen
 Justin Wiki
 Stewart Hellen
 Myself
We were given our pre launch briefing by
the pilot whilst the ground team inflated
the balloon. Amongst the instructions, we
were told to hold on to the straps inside
the basket and to keep our knees bent
when the balloon landed.
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It was soon time to depart and as

Halfway through our journey we

we readied ourselves the ropes were

posed for a photo, the pilot took the

removed from their pegs. Then with a

picture with the remote control he was

quick blast from the burners we were off.

holding. A few people have suggested the

The basket creaked and groaned as we

basket

slowly rose high into the sky above Tower

background.

Bridge. There was a breeze pushing us

superimposed background we certainly

gently to the South East and we were

wouldn’t have chosen Bermondsey as the

heading in the general direction of my

setting! I think the picture turned out well

home.

enough and cost £10 each. We only
It was amazing how peaceful and

was

superimposed
If

we

had

onto

a

used

a

bought a few and had copies made as it

quiet it was floating high above the

was a cheaper option for the Kiwis.

ground. Other than the noise we made
ourselves all that could be heard was the
occasional blast from the burners. The
burners also produced a tremendous
amount of heat when they were activated
and it was advisable to stand well clear.
It wasn’t long before Dave spotted
Millwalls’ football ground below us. The
different coloured seats formed letters
spelling out the clubs’ name. When you
are

participating

in

an

event

it

is
the

We continued merrily on our way

unexpected bonuses that make it so

with the pilot adjusting our height as we

special. I’m sure Dave had never seen the

travelled along. Our time in the air was

football ground from this perspective

subject to the wind speed on the day and

before. Some of my other experiences

finding an appropriate place to land. We

have had something extra to spice them

had a general plan of course but the rest

up as well. I think the more surprising

was in the skilled hands of the pilot. The

they are the better and it can make a

basket continued to creak as we shifted

difference. The opposite could be said as

our weight around in the confined space.

well of course, something unexpected may

The floating sensation was offset by the

also be unwelcome.

power of the wind moving us along.

sometimes

the

little

touches,
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Blackheath common was to be our
final

destination

and

it

was

fast

approaching. I don’t recall receiving any
special instructions from the pilot but I
suppose there must have been some. Hold
on tight and don’t leave the basket until it
is firmly tethered would have been good
advice. The ground rushed towards us
and we landed with a bump. The basket
tipped slightly before righting itself once
again. I could only imagine how difficult
it would be if we had to land with strong
lateral winds. The ground crew were
waiting for us when we landed and took
care of the balloon.
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I think they must have kept in

But at least we didn’t have to fly

touch with the pilot by radio so they

over the metal trees of Essex, miles and

would know where to find us. We left

miles of pylons…oh dear.

them to it and enquired about our
transport back. Before long we were in a
vehicle and being driven back to the
underground station near our departure
point. Some of us had breakfast in a local
cafe, Dave and Paul went to work as it
was only around 08:30. I would probably
do the same today but back then I had a

It was a pity about the view

towards

because if we had travelled a little further

work. I decided to take the day off and as

we could have flown further into Kent,

it was too early to go to the pub just went

‘the garden of England’ and dropped me

home.

off home. The weather held fine so the day

completely

different

attitude

I would recommend a hot air

was considered a success.

balloon ride to anyone as it is a
wonderfully peaceful experience. But I
would

advise

choosing

the

location

carefully. South London has its charm but
the views are very limited. Bermondsey
and Deptford are probably not the best
examples of what the South East has got
to offer.
I would say that London would be
tricky place to try to arrange a surprise
gift for someone. The weather and flight
path restrictions would make it impossible
to guarantee a date. If I were to attempt it
again it would be somewhere warmer.
Although we did attempt the booking in
July / August it was still a little fresh in
the early hours. I like a little more comfort
these days.
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